Payment terms:
2.250.000,- Rp per room at the time of reservation and 45 days before arrival either, 50% of the package price,
(when you booked a package) or the booked accommodation only. This is possible on a bank in the Netherlands in
Euro or an Indonesian bank in Rupiah.
Another option is Paypal.
In case of bank or Paypal transfers, the transfer costs are for the transferring party.
Please contact us for details at info@lumbalumbadiving.com
Cancellations policy:
In principal, deposits paid in advance, are non-refundable. However, depending on the reason of cancellation, they
can remain valid until a later date.
Paying options in the resort:
In the resort and at the end of your stay, you will receive the invoice in Rupiah. This can be paid with cash
Indonesian Rp and Euro. Also with credit card, Master and Visa (PIN required in case your card comes with one).
Payments by credit card in Indonesia are by law only accepeted in Rupiah so no currency conversions are necessary.
We do not charge extra for credit card payments in the resort.
An alternative is an internet payment to either our European account in Euro, or our Indonesian account in Rupiah.
For that you probably have to have your login information standby. In case of bank transfers, the transfer costs are
for the transferring party.
For exchange rate conversions we use the currency calculator as standing on the bottom of the PRICES page
of our web site: www.lumbalumbadiving.com
Why are our prices in Rupiah?
Our prices changed from Euro to Indonesian Rupiah to comply with a new law that all companies have to quote
their products in Indonesian Rupiah (IDR or Rp). By 1 Jan 2016, all companies have to comply or risk penalties that
include fines and bans from trading. Moving to the Indonesian rupiah will have a small impact on making deposits
and payments with us.
The main difference for you will be that since we now have a fixed Rupiah rate for our products instead of a fixed
Euro rate, (what we used before), we will now have to convert from Rupiah to Euro. Before, this was the other way
around. What the exact amount in Euro will be, depends on the exchange rate at the time of payment. If your
currency is US$, or any other, you have this option as well. For you, the change is actually nihil, as you had to deal
with another currency and make an international transfer, any ways.
Prices are subject to change without prior notice. No rights can be derived from this price list

